
 

Patricia Shone Ceramics at Collect 2018 
Hand formed ceramics from the Isle of Skye 

New Story 
Patricia is one of three Highland makers are on their way to one of the worlds most 
prestigious contemporary applied arts events. Potter Patricia Shone, silver and goldsmith 
Lucy Woodley and jeweller Heather McDermott will be showing their hand made work at 
Collect2018 at London’s Saatchi Gallery in February, along with 14 other Scottish makers 
represented by Craft Scotland.  
The small village of Ardvasar on the Isle of Skye is the home and inspiration to both 
Heather Mcdermott and Patricia who has worked here for the last 25 years. Embracing the 
land, weather and culture whilst accepting her place as an incomer she says ‘for me it is a 
stimulating place, creatively, visually and socially. Being on the edge of things is a good 
place to be as an artist.’ 

Patricia Shone 
https://www.craftscotland.org/craft-directory/makers/patricia-shone 

Background stuff 
Patricia Shone returned to making ceramics when she moved to the Isle of Skye 20 
years ago. After several years of making functional earthenware she took the 
decision concentrate on her sculptural work. This work is inspired by the geology and 
erosion of the Highlands and the effect of people on the surface of the land. 
The remoteness of the place, its inhospitable landscape and climate, the scale and 
majesty of the hills all resonate with people. In a world where nature is often cowed 
and overwhelmed by human presence, this is a place where we can still feel 
insignificant. Through her work Patricia aims to give a sense of that - the forces of 
nature, spontaneously formed textures, the unpredictable firing techniques, the 
acceptance of successes and failures.

Selected to show  work at Ceramic Art London 2016, 2017, 2018.
Became a selected member of the Craft Potters Association in 2015.
2012 awarded the Craft & Design Magazine Gold Award: Ceramics 
Has shown work with Craft Scotland at Philadelphia Museum of Art Craft Show 2011; 
Sofa Chicago 2013;  American Crafts Council show Baltimore 2017. 
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Technical stuff 
Patricia has been developing her techniques to create works that are distinctly and 
recognisably hers. Each unique piece is made entirely by hand, texturing, stretching and 
carving. Colours are achieved using slips, oxides and glazes but most of all by the firing 
processes; raku firing for soft earthenware blacks and greys; wood firing for warm earth 
tones and glazed stoneware; saggar firing with charcoal in the wood kiln for dark greys and 
rock like stoneware. This gives a range of strong natural textures and weight of ceramic 
surface and body, reflecting the geology under our feet.

Quotes 
Twitter fangmeli @pangmeli - @patriciashone’s ceramics like coconuts formed by sloughed-
off volcanic rock or bark; they feel ‘complete’ to me in a profound, primal way

Craft&Design Magazine Selected Gold Award 2012:Ceramics 
Judges Statement
“Patricia Shone’s work has an energy and physicality within its surfaces that combine the 
human action of moving tools and hands over and within the surface of clay. Each piece has 
a sense of movement as if the process of making is ongoing, pots are almost still rotating, 
it’s this movement combined with the applied surface decoration and form which made the 
work stand out as a gold award winner. The development of her making processes and 
continuing technical development was well expressed and will add to the future success of 
her work as a maker.” Steve Ogden

Contacts 
For further information, image and interview requests about Patricia Shone Ceramics 
please contact Patricia Shone, on 07756 843728 or 01471 844321  
or email studio@patriciashone.co.uk 

Follow Patricia Shone Ceramics on social media  
on Facebook @Patricia Shone Ceramics  
on Instagram @patriciashoneceramics 
on Twitter @PatriciaShone 

Listings Information: 
Scotland: Craft & Design at Collect 2018 
Thursday 22 – Sunday 25 February 
Saatchi Gallery, Duke of York’s HQ, King’s Road, London, SW3 4RY 
https://www.craftscotland.org/about/projects/collect-2018  
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For further information image and interview requests please contact: Owen O'Leary, Oh Really 
Creative on 07815 992658 or email owen@ohreally.co.uk  

Hi res images of the makers and their work can be viewed and downloaded here: https://
app.box.com/s/38h9agcwgjc0jm2kc76ns06hiv5dk081  

ENDS> 

Notes to Editors: 

Scotland: Craft & Design, presented by Craft Scotland and supported by 
Emergents, at Collect 2018  

Collect 
Held in the Saatchi Gallery London, Collect brings together 35 galleries from four continents for a 
celebration of making, extraordinary in both scale and scope. Museum-quality works and 
installations from hundreds of the most talented makers around the world will offer visitors and 
collectors a multidisciplinary overview of the people, processes, materials and ideas defining 
international craft in 2018. 

Craft Scotland 
Craft Scotland is the national development agency for craft. We put makers at the heart of all we 
do, championing diverse and high-quality contemporary craft. We help people learn about, 
appreciate and buy craft, promoting the contribution of craft to Scotland’s cultural, economic and 
social well-being.  

Through our exhibitions and events programmes, digital platforms and strategic partnerships, 
we provide leadership for the sector. We create opportunities for makers to develop their creative 
and business practice, and to exhibit and sell work in Scotland and beyond. We are a registered 
charity supported by Creative Scotland. 
www.craftscotland.org 

Emergents 
Emergents is a community interest company based in the Highlands and Islands who nurture 
and develop professional craft makers, fashion designers and producers -from emerging to well 
established businesses. We aim to make a real difference to the economic and creative life of our 
clients and achieve this with tailored high level support including online and live training 
programmes, mentoring, showcasing and research visits. The work of XpoNorth Crafts, Fashion 
and Textiles is delivered through Emergents and funded by Highlands and Islands Enterprise 
and is a key part of HIE’s support strategy for the creative industries in the Highlands and 
Islands.  
www.emergents.co.uk 

Creative Scotland 
Creative Scotland is the public body that supports the arts, screen and creative industries across 
all parts of Scotland on behalf of everyone who lives, works or visits here. We enable people and 
organisations to work in and experience the arts, screen and creative industries in Scotland by 
helping others to develop great ideas and bring them to life. We distribute funding provided by 
the Scottish Government and the National Lottery. For further information about Creative 
Scotland please visit www.creativescotland.com.  
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Follow us @creativescots and www.facebook.com/CreativeScotland   
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